
 
 

The Information Contained in this Document is Proprietary and should only be used for Service or Training of Authorized Blodgett 

Servicers who will be working on the Blodgett XR8 Oven. All other uses are prohibited.  

Do not Duplicate or Distribute this document. 

 



 

KEYS 
ON/OFF key -  press once to turn on the key, and press and Hold the ON/OFF keys 3 seconds to turn off the controller 

Start/Pause -  Starts, cancels or pauses the Bake. 

Time Key   -  Used to view/change the bake time 

Temp Key  - In Preheat, Idle, or Bake mode actual and set temp is displayed. When the temp key is pressed, the actual temp is 

displayed for as long as the key is held down. When the key is released, if the current mode is in Preheat or Idle and the 

current product index is Manual, then the set temperature is chose to viewing/changing. Also used to select the set 

temperature for viewing/changing during an active bake cycle. 

Steam Key - Used to override the steam time in a recipe and to cause an injection of steam into the oven at the start of the bake cycle. 

Pulse Steam – Used to create a momentary burst of steam on demand during a bake cycle.  

Fan Delay Key - Used to program time delay for fan and heat during and after a steam event 

Vent Key- Used to manually open and close the oven vent 

Cool Down Key –  Initiates an oven cool down cycle 

Fan Key – Select Fan Speed 

Dial (Encoder) - Used to enter set points, time, and programmable settings. Also used to select the product to bake. 

Bake More Key – See function Bake More for detail 

Inactive keys will give a bad beep when pressed. 

 

BEEP 
One long beep sound for a good key pressed 

One double beep sound for a bad key pressed 

 

POWERING ON 
Every time power is applied the display will show the software ID for 5 seconds, the display will show “Software ID number --- 240-

92065-01 ECL-X” 

After 5 seconds the controller display will show “OFF --- PRESS POWER --- KEY TO START”. 

All LEDS are turned on accepts all number Key’s LEDS. 

 

POWERING OFF 
Displays software number and revision information on the display and all LEDs are turned on for 5 seconds, followed by OFF 

            PRESS POWER 

OFF       KEY TO START 

 

In off condition the only keys active are the ON/OFF, LIGHT, PROG, PROG AND FAN DELAY, and PROG AND QUICK STEAM 

keys. 

If the vent is sensed open, it will be automatically closed, and then the vent output will remain off. 

Heat, Steam Solenoid, Vent, Rack Drive, and Fan outputs will be disabled while the unit is OFF. 

Press the LIGHT key to turn the LIGHT output On/Off. Default the light key is on. 

If the real time clock and auto wake up functionality is enabled, and auto wake up is enabled, then the display will show: 

 

          PRESS POWER 

OFF    KEY TO START 

                 AUTO START 
 

The message “AUTO START” alternates with blank message 

If the controller is not in the OFF mode, Press and holding down the ON/OFF key for 3 seconds will turn the controller off.  

The POWER LED is on if the controller is not in the off mode. Otherwise, it is off. 

Default Auto Start is turned Off. 

 

PREHEAT MODE 
Press POWER key momentarily from Off condition, controller enter preheat mode based on current cavity temperature.  

If the cavity temperature greater than 300F, then there is not preheat required and controller enter Idle mode.  Otherwise a preheat 

cycle is required as below. 

Cavity Temperature Preheat Soak Time 

Less or equal to 100F 15 Minutes 

Between 101F to 200F 10 Minutes 

Between 201F to 300F 5 Minutes 

Greater than 300F Not Preheat cycle 



 

Note: The above preheat temp values will be programmable in factory programming under the PREHEAT menu. 

Preheat Soak Timer will begin to count down when the actual temperature reaches the preheat set temperature (default = 525°F, 

factory programmable)  

Display will flash the word PREHEAT during pre heat, and it shows as below before time start countdown: 

                           PREHEAT 

 

HEATING          SET TEMP 

                               525F 

 

Note: display toggles set temperature and cavity temperature. 

display shows as below when preheat soak time counts down: 

 

                           PREHEAT 

 

XX::XX            SET TEMP 

                               525F 

 

Note: display toggles set temperature and cavity temperature. 

Controller enter Idle mode when preheat soak  time reached 0 

A cook is not allowed to start. 

If the controller is turned off during preheat cycle, the preheat cycle shall continue or restart after the controller is turned on again.  

After the controller is turned on again, if the cavity temperature is over 300F, then the previous preheat cycle is restored and continue. 

If the cavity temperature is less than 300F, then it will compare new preheat soak time with previous preheat soak time, and take the 

longer preheat soak time as current preheat soak time.  

Preheat Feature enable is downloadable. (default = disable) 

 

IDLE MODE 
Display will show as below. The set and act temperatures are alternated. 

The display will show “LOW” if the actual cavity temperature is less than Set Temp – Ready band low temperature offset.  

The display will shoe “READY” / “IDLE” if the actual cavity temperature is in (Set Temp – Ready band low temperature offset) and 

(Set Temp + Ready band Hi temperature offset). 

Pressing the TEMP key will show the actual cavity probe temperature as long as the key is depressed. 

Oven status, product name, and set/act temperature are shown on the display. The display will toggle between the set temperature and 

actual temperature the interval set in Manger programming 1-60 seconds with 5 seconds being the default value.  

 

     
LOW 

 

Bagels 

Set Temp    
350F 

 

                                                        OR 

 

     
LOW 

 

Bagels  

Actual Temp       
350F 

 

The control will preheat the oven to the last manual temperature set by the user if recall feature is enabled. If the recall temperature 

feature is disabled, the initial default temp for manual recipe will be set to 350 F. 

when actual temperature is within the ready band (manager programmable downloadable), the display will show: 

 

     
READY 

 

Bagels 

Set Temp    
350F 

 

                                                        OR 

 

READY 
 

Bagels  

Actual Temp       
350F 



 

Or replaced the “READY” by a blank message if the cavity temperature exceeds set-point temp by more than Ready Band Hi Temp 

Offset. 

If the display shows “            ”, the fan output is on and Heater output is turned off until the ready mode temperature range is entered. 

Unit will beep for 5 seconds (the Ready audible alarm 5 seconds will be on off programmable in manager programming.) if the 

controller is from Preheat to idle. 

Pressing and holding down the POWER key for 3 seconds will shutdown the oven if the unit isn’t in active Bake mode.  

Manual recipe time, temp, fan delay, fan speed and steam time parameters may be viewed /changed by pressing the associated key. 

Use the encoder to select a cook recipe, and Press Start / Pause to start a cook. 

Press Programming key once, or press and holding down the PROG and FAN DELAY key together for 3 seconds, or press and 

holding down the PROG and QUICK STEAM keys together for 3 seconds, or press and holding down the PROG and LIGHT keys 

together for 8 seconds to enter the programming mode. 

Press the VENT key to open/close the vent. If the vent is open, the vent Led is turned on. 

Scrolls name display if the recipe name length is greater than 10 characters. 

 

AUTO COOL DOWN MODE 
When the Cool Down key is pressed while in any operating mode except Bake or Program, the control goes into the auto cool down 

mode.  

All outputs turn off, except fan which remains on regardless if the door is open or closed and light outputs if it is on when enter the 

auto cool down mode. 

The vent will open during the cool down, and close when cool down is complete. 

The auto cool down mode remains active until the oven temperature gets below 125°F (programmable 100-300F), at this point, the 

fan shuts down, the vent is closed, and OFF mode resumes. 

Press the COOL DOWN key again turns oven back on into Preheat/Idle mode.  

On/Off turns oven back on into Preheat/Idle mode. 

All other keys are ignored except COOL DOWN, POWER, VENT, and LIGHT keys. 

 

LIGHT  
The light is turn on when the controller is not in the OFF mode. 

Light is turned off when the controller is turned off. 

 

MANUAL BAKING MODE 
The control will power-up with the capability of initially performing a manual bake cycle. Of course a preprogrammed recipe may be 

selected instead. 

The control will have the capability to do a manual bake cycle. There will be a menu item called “MANUAL” in the product name 

selection to choose this mode.  

Allows the user a single stage manual bake cycle to be programmed without having to enter programming mode.  

The values for bake time, temperature, steam, fan speed and fan delay may be manual view/changed by pressing the associated front 

panel key and rotating the center dial or numerical keys. Momentarily pressing the center dial will save the new setting. If the operator 

uses the numerical keys to change the value, and the value is out of range, then the computer will not save the value and restore the 

previous value back. The display still shows programming screen. 

The unit will remember these values as long as the control is not in the Off condition. Default values will be preprogrammed after 

recycle the power. 

Operation is the same as a typical active bake cycle except that there is only one stage.  

When the control is turned on using the soft On/Off key the oven will preheat to the MANUAL recipe.  

The cavity probe set point temperature will be the factory default of 350 F. 

 

BAKING MODE 
User selects product recipe name desired in the display by rotating the encoder, (Recipe names will scroll in the order they were 

programmed) followed by the encoder key-press for “ENTER”. This will change the set-point temp to the desired recipe temperature 

(if different than previous recipe). The Preheat or Cooling Modes may be activated if necessary depending on the actual temperature 

at the time the Encoder key is pressed. 

Pressing the Start/Pause key will initiate the bake cycle. A bake cycle is not allowed to start until ready band is reached.  

Current Product name, current time remaining on timer HH:SS or MM:SS, and the Set / Act Temp will be alternated. The display is 

show as below: 

 

     
XX:XX 

 

Bagels 

Set Temp    
350F 



 

                                                        OR 

 

XX:XX 
 

Bagels  

Actual Temp       
350F 

 

Where XX:XX is the remaining cook time. If the cook time is greater than hour, then the “:” is flashing.  The remaining cook time is 

counting down. 

Heat, Steam Solenoid, Vent output, Rack Drive, and Fan cycles are as needed dependant on recipe program 

Pressing the On/Off key for 3 seconds while in a bake cycle will abort the bake cycle and shut down the oven. (all outputs off) 

Pressing the Start/Pause during a bake cycle will pause the bake time (key LED blinks when pause is in effect) and the display will 

alternate the message Cook Pause and Product Name in the 1
st
 line of display. A quick two beep alarm pattern will repeat every 10 

seconds until the Start key is pressed and the bake time is resumed. See “Pause Function” in section 6.5 for more details.  

 

     
XX:XX 

 

Bagels 

Set Temp    
350F 

                                                         

                                                         OR 

 

XX:XX 
 

Cook Pause 

Actual Temp       
350F 

 

End of cook cycle will be indicated by flashing “BAKE --- DONE” message on display and audible alarm continuous audible alarm 

(default, it is programmable in the manager programming section) The DONE message and audible alarm will remain active until the 

door switch is opened if the door open acknowledge cook done is set to TRUE or any key except on/off is pressed. 

If the cook done beeper pause is select, then the audible alarm continue audible alarm  for the first 5-20 seconds (manager 

programmable downloadable) and then  after initial alarm an audible beep of 2 seconds every 20 seconds. 

During the display is showing “BAKE --- DONE” message, then press the Bake More key once, the 1:00 appears on the display. The 

1:00 may be manual changed by rotating the center dial or numerical keys. Press the START key or not keys for 2 seconds will start 

the timer to count down. 

The bake more LED is turned on. The bake more LED will be turned off if the cook is done, or cancelled.  

Pressing and holding the Start/Pause key for three seconds will cancel an active bake cycle. 

There is a 60 seconds delay time for the controller to back to the first stage set temperature after a cook done is acknowledged or a 

cook is cancelled. 

There are maximum 3 alarms for each programming recipe.  

Alarm time: display flashes alarm time values, and recipe name display is replaced by alarm name. If alarm name length is greater 

than 10 characters, it will be scrolled. 

Alarm is automated acknowledge after 5 seconds. The beep is on/off during alarm time (5 seconds).  

 

  VIEW/CHANGING ACTIVE BAKING PARAMETERS 
While a bake is active (not paused), pressing one of the Mode keys (Time, Temperature, Steam, Fan Speed or Fan Delay) will display 

the current value of the parameter while the product continues to bake with the current parameter settings (i.e. bake time, temperature, 

steam if any, fan delay, fan speed, heat, etc).  

Notes: 

1. The Manual bake time can be changed at any time  

2. The Recipes bake time can be changed only if the Cook Lockout value is set to NO. 

3. The Bake More bake time can be changed at any time also. 

Product name and remaining bake time is shown on the first line. The remaining bake time will be counting down. The second line 

will display the stage number and the remaining stage time counting down. The third line will display the parameter name (i.e. Time, 

Temp, Steam, or Fan Delay) with its associated current value. The display will be show as below if there is single stage cook: 
 

   
Bagels          09:20 

 

                      MM :SS 
Cook Time     09:20 

 

 
Bagels          09:20 

 

                      MM :SS 
Fan Delay     00:00 

 

 



 

 
Bagels               09:20 

 

 
Set Temp          350 F 

 

 
Bagels          09:20 

 

                       MM :SS 
Steam Time     00:00 

 

 

 
Bagels               09:20 

 

 
Fan Speed              Hi 

 

The display will be show as below if there is multiple stage cook: 
 

 
Bagels          09:20 

 

Stage 2:6      02:30 
                       MM :SS 

Fan Delay     00:00 

 

 
Bagels          09:20 

 

Stage 2:6      02:30 
                       MM :SS 

Cook Time     09:20 

 

 
 

 
Bagels               09:20 

 

Stage 2:6          02:30 
Set Temp          350 F 

 

 
Bagels          09:20 

 

Stage 2:6      02:30 
                       MM :SS 

Steam Time  00:00 

 

 

 
Bagels               09:20 

 

Stage 2:6          02:30 
Fan Speed              Hi 

 

Bagels        09:20  ----> current remaining total cook time is 9 minutes and 20 seconds. 

Stage 2:6    02:30  ----> current stage number is 2, and this product has total 6 stages. Stage remaining cook time is 2:30. 

 Fan Delay  00:00  ----> current stage’s Fan Delay time is 0. 

The user has 5 seconds (this will be manager programmable from 1-60 seconds with default 5 seconds) to change the value using the 

rotary encoder or numerical keys and enter the change by pushing in the encoder. If the encoder is not moved or not keys are pressed, 

normal bake display will be resumed.  

If the encoder is pushed in, or another mode key is pressed, the new value will immediately take affect for the current stage of the 

bake cycle. 

 Once the current stage time expires, the preprogrammed parameter settings for the next stage will take effect.  

Any changes made to the parameter settings are temporary (not permanently saved as part of the recipe), and are only applied to the 

current stage’s recipe. Any subsequent bakes using the same recipe will revert back to using all of the recipe’s preprogrammed 

parameter settings. 

If another Mode key is pressed, the new Mode parameter is displayed and the 5-second timeout starts over. 

Once the encoder is used, the unit resumes normal display after 5 seconds of no encoder motion. This also applies If the encoder is not 

pushed and the parameter is unchanged, or if another mode key is pressed. Same as the numerical keys. 

Pause key may be used to view/change the active baking parameters. However, pressing the pause key during an active bake will stop 

the current bake time and any active steam event in progress. See below “PAUSE FUNCTION” section for more details. 

 

  HEAT CONTROL 
Controls to the current recipe temperature if in Preheat, Idle, or Bake mode. Controls to the setback temperature if the unit is in 

Setback mode. 

Heat control will be ON/OFF with a dead band. If the actual temperature is less than (cavity set temperature – dead band low), the 

heat demand relay output will be turned off. Once the actual cavity probe temperature is greater than (cavity set temperature + dead 

band Hi), then the heat demand relay output will be turned off. 

Both dead bands are programmable. 

The controller will cycle the heat output whenever there is a heat demand. 

Control the heater during programming mode. 

 

   DOOR SWITCH  
When the door is opened, the heater, steam solenoid, fan output (except for Auto Cool Down mode) will de-energize. The display will 

then flash DOOR OPEN.  

If the door is opened the rack continues to rotate until it is indexed to the correct position (detected by proximity switch input), and 

then stops Rack rotation. Once the rack rotation has stopped, the rack output will not be energized until the door is sensed to be 



closed. This statement holds true even in the event of the rack position switch being opened due to the operator manually turning the 

rack out of position. 

If SW is open during Cook Mode, the Heat and Fan outputs will be turned off.   

Door must be open for the rack to stop. 

When the door is closed, the rack output is turned on. 

If a door open condition occurs during an active bake, the bake sequence will be paused in the same manner as using the pause key. 

See the description for the “Pause Function” for more details. 

 

   STEAM GENERATION 
Steam may be generated by the recipe initiating the steam event or the Steam key (Steam-On-Demand) being pressed during an active 

bake cycle.  

Steam probe temperature must be greater than 300F (factory programmable temp). However, the steam solenoid will not be disabled 

if the steam temperature is low. 

Recipe Initiated Steam: During Steam Cycle, vent output is closed. The fan and heat demand are turned off at the start of the steam 

cycle, and will remain off for the entire duration. 

Recipe Initiated Steam: Starting at the beginning of the steam cycle, the steam output opens a solenoid to spray water onto the heat 

sink for 0-60 seconds (programmable time). Factory programming for the “Steam Valve Max On Time” has 

a limit of 0-59:59 seconds with a default of 60 seconds. 

Recipe Initiated Steam: The user selects 0-2:00 hours in MM:SS format (00:00 minutes default) to set the period of time for the steam 

cycle. If the user selects a steam cycle time equal or less than the solenoid valve max on time, the solenoid 

valve will be activated for that period of time. If the user selects a steam time greater than the solenoid valve 

max on time the solenoid valve output will be activated for the “Steam Valve Max On Time”, and the 

remainder of the steam cycle will consist of maintaining heat demand and fan outputs in the off condition. 

Recipe Initiated Steam: If the user selects a steam cycle time equal or less than the solenoid valve max on time, the solenoid valve 

will be activated for that period of time. If the user selects a steam time greater than the solenoid valve max 

on time the solenoid valve output will be activated for the “Steam Valve Max In Time”, and the remainder of 

the steam cycle will consist of maintaining heat demand and fan outputs in the off condition. 

During an active bake the operator can press the “Pulse Steam” key and activate a 20 seconds (downloadable) steam event. Steam 

solenoid will turned on, heat demand and fan will be turned off, and the bake timer will continue to decrement. Pulse Steam key LED 

will light during the steam on demand function. 

Steam on demand will not operate during a fan delay event or recipe initiated steam cycle 

 

  PAUSE FUNCTION 
During an active bake cycle if the Start/Pause key is pressed the bake cycle will be paused. Timer will stop decrementing. The display 

will flash between “Cook Pause” and “Product Name”. (BAKING-7) 

If in a steam or fan delay event, heat and fan will remain off. If not, fan will remain on and heat demand will be controlled normally. 

Rack rotation will continue to operate as in an active cook. 

While an active bake is paused, if a door open is sensed, the fan, rack rotation, and heat will be turned off for the duration of the door 

being open.   

When pausing the bake cycle, the current recipe stage’s remaining bake time, set temperature, and fan delay time may be 

view/changed by pressing its associated mode key. The display will show as section “VCABP -2”. 

Use the dial or numerical keys to change the values. Pressing the center encoder dial, another mode key, or the Start/Pause key will 

save the new parameter setting. 

Any changes to the recipe stage’s bake time, set temperature, steam cycle time or fan delay time are temporary, and will only apply to 

the current stage of the bake cycle. The bake time, set temperature, or fan delay may be changed as many times as necessary by 

pressing the Time, Temp, or Fan Delay key and then turning the center encoder dial. Pressing the encoder dial or the Start/Pause key 

will save the parameter setting(s). 

Press Start/Pause key will resume the bake cycle. 

If the door is open during bake cycle, the bake cycle will be paused. Timer will stop decrementing. 

If in a steam or fan delay event, heat and fan will remain off. If not, fan and heat will be turned off. Rack rotation will continue to 

operate until it is indexed to the correct position. 

The display will show as “BAKING -7” replace “Cook Pause” message with “Door Open”. 

Cannot view/change time, set temp and Fan Delay parameters. 

 

 FAN DELAY 
The fan delay function causes the heat demand and fan outputs to remain off for a period of time starting from the beginning of a 

steam event or bake cycle start.  

While a fan delay event is in progress the indicator LED near the Fan Delay key shall be on. This feature is used to allow the steam to 

condense on baked products before activating heat and fan outputs and evaporating and blowing away the moisture.  

The user can program a fan delay without the use of steam.  Use encoder to select 0:00 to 01:39 in hour and minutes. This function is 



active regardless of steam time programming value. Default value is 0  

If the Fan Delay Time is less than the steam time, then the steam time takes precedence. 

 

   VENT 
A motor actuated cam will open the cavity vent to the compartment fully in approximately 30 seconds.  

Normal condition is vent closed. The vent will only open if the vent key is pressed to open and vent led will be on if the vent status is 

open, or the controller is in the auto cool down mode. 

If vent open is selected user can then select Delay Time from stage start to vent open: 0-stage time. Default: 0 minutes (vent opens at 

beginning of bake stage), or % Open: 0-100% in 5% increments, based on a 30 second cycle required to open the vent. i.e. choosing 

50% will cause the vent motor to be on for 15 seconds and the vend indicator LED is on. If the vent key is pressed during an active 

bake cycle the indicator LED turns off and the vent motor runs until the vent position indicator switch is closed.  Default: 0%. 

Pressing the VENT key during a bake cycle will manually toggle the current vent setting to closed or open with zero delay time and 

100% closed or open respectively. If the vent is opened, it will be closed; If the vent is closed it will be opened.  After the vent is 

manually overridden, the program will rely on the user to manually operate the vent with the VENT key for all remaining stages of 

the recipe. 

The vent will automatically close on steam event and keep closed after steam interval is complete during bake mode. The stage vent 

setting value will overwrite this condition if the steam interval is completed. 

Press the VENT key to initiate vent opening, VENT LED immediately comes on.  Press VENT key again to initiate vent closing, 

VENT LED immediately turns off. 

The vent key works when the oven is not in the OFF mode. 

 

  FAN PULSE FUNCTION 
In order for the fan pulse function to work, it has to be enabled and the controller has to be in the bake mode. 

If steam cycle time do not equal 0. The fan pulse starts immediately after steam interval time if the steam cycle time or fan delay time 

greater than steam interval time. If the fan delay time greater than the steam cycle time then, the fan pulse last for fan delay time. 

Otherwise the fan pulse will last for steam cycle time.  

 If there is only fan delay time and steam cycle time is 0 then, the fan pulse begins right away and last for fan delay time.  

For fan pulse fan relay will be turned on for one second every 20 seconds. 

 

  COOK COOL DOWN FUNCTION 
During Idle or preheat mode, if the current set temperature is 25F below the previous set temperature, and current cavity temperature 

is greater than current set temperature plus the upper ready band, then the controller will automatic enter the cook cool down mode. 

The display will show “COOLING” --- and toggle message Recipe Name, “TEMP HIGH”, and “Open Door” with an initial double 

beep. 

If the door is opened, then the message “Open Door” will be changed to “Door Open”. 

The vent will open and attempt to evacuate the cavity until the cavity temperature is within ready band, and then close when ready 

idle temperature is reached. 

If the operator opens the door then, the fan stays on if the cook cool fan is enabled. (Programmable, default = Enable).  

If the cavity temperature drops into the ready band, then the display will show “Close Door” and double beep until the door is closed. 

The fan will be turned off if it is on. 

Back to normal operation. 

 

 SETBACK MODE 
Default auto setback time 0 hour, setback mode is disabled. 

If the controller is in the idle/preheat mode for default auto setback time without press any keys, then the control will enter setback 

mode. 

The display will show: 

 

ENERY SAVE MODE 
SET TEMP: 300F 

 

The controller will control the oven temperature to set back set temp. 

Vent is closed while in the setback mode. 

If the rack rotation in the setback mode (Manager Programming section: default YES) is enabled, then the rack will be rotated. 

Otherwise, the rack output is turned off. 

Any key-press, or door is opened, or encoder movement during setback will exit the setback mode and the preheat mode will resume. 

 

 HIGH TEMP ERROR 
If the Cavity probe reading exceeds 565 F or is 150 F above set point temperature, the high temperature error is annunciated.  



All outputs are turned off, and any bake in progress is paused 

Buzzer starts beeping until any key is pressed. 

High temperature error is self healing when the temperature drops below 565 F or set temperature plus 150 F. 

The display will display CAVITY PROBE HI TEMP ERROR  

Any key is pressed will let the control to off mode. 

 

 STEAM PROBE ERROR 
If the steam heat sink probe reading is less than 32 F or greater than 575 for a 1K RTD probe, the defective probe is detected and an 

alarm is generated.  

If the Steam probe is defective, the user will be allowed to bypass it in Low-level programming. 

Buzzer starts beeping until any key is pressed. 

The display will show  STEAM PROBE ERROR 

Open Probe Value is  greater than 575F 

Shorted Probe is less than 32F 

 

 PROBE ERROR 
If the Cavity probe reading is less than 32 F or greater than 575 F for a 1K RTD probe, the defective probe is detected and an alarm is 

generated.  

All outputs are turned off, and any bake in progress is paused 

Buzzer starts beeping until any key is pressed. 

The display will display CAVITY PROBE ERROR CALL FOR SERVICE  

Open Probe Value is greater than 575F 

Shorted Probe is less than 32F 

Self healing.  

Any key is pressed will let the control to off mode. 

 

 RACK STUCK ERROR 
If the door is closed and the rack output is on, the rack in position input does not response in 2 minutes. 

All outputs are turned off, and any bake in progress is paused 

Buzzer starts beeping until any key is pressed. 

The display will display RACK STUCK ERROR CALL FOR SERVICE  

Self healing. 

Any key is pressed will let the control to off mode. 

 

 RECIPE PROGRAMMING 
Up to a maximum of 100 recipes may be programmed.  

Each recipe may have up to a maximum of 6 stages.  

A recipe consists of the following parameters: 

1. Recipe name (up to 10 characters) 

2. Recipe stages  (up to 6), which contain the following: 

o Time (0-99:59, HH:MM) 

o Set temperature setting (150-550F) 

o Fan Speed (Hi or Low) 

o Steam cycle setting (0-2 hours or stage time if less) 

o Fan Delay (0- 1 hours 39 minutes or stage time if less) 

o Vent setting (Closed or Open from 5% to Full Open ~ 100% in increments of  5%) 

o Vent Delay Time (0 to stage time, 0 means the vent will open at start of bake stage) 

Press the programming key once, the display will be show recipe name menu. 

Uses the Encoder select a recipe to programming. 

Press enter key once will enter one of the programming fields. 

If the recipe is passed code protect, the user has to enter the pass code:  3124 



Press and Hold the Programming key for 3 seconds

Show ---- “ENTER CODE   “Password? Yes

Note:  Passcode

Fan Delay,

Cool Down,

Cool Down,

Steam,

Enter

The display Shows Product Name

1. PRODUCT 1

2. PRODUCT 2

3. PRODUCT 3

etc.

N
o

Press Enter

Spins encoder to scroll through the Product

names, and select one product

Press key

Enter Key

1. Product Name

2. Edit Name

3. Option Name

4. Exit

Press Key
Stage

Menu
Enter Key

--Name Option-- Edit Name

Spins Encoder

Programming next Letter

Press Key Press Key

Prog Key is pressed

(save the programming
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Enter Key

Enter Key

Press Key Select the letter or symbols

Enter Key

Prog Key is
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Prog Key is
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Press Key

Prog Key is
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Enter Key — Current

name is select

Check

Code

Exit Programming Mode,

back to Normal operation

True

False

EXIT

Press Key

Enter Key

Numerical Keys

 



Press 

Keys

Stage 

Menu

Shows --- “Product Name  stage x”

                “Time                     xx:xx”

Spins encoder  to 

change Value in 

Range: 0-99:59 hours

Shows --- “Product Name  stage x”

                “Temp                    xxxF”

Press 

Keys

Spins encoder to change 

Value in Range: 150F to 

550F

Shows --- “Product Name  stage x”

                “Steam                   xx:xx”

Shows --- “Product Name  stage x”

                “Fan Delay Time   xx:xx”

Spins encoder to change 
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minutes or stage time if 

less

Shows --- “Product Name  stage x”

                “Vent Setting           xx%”

Spins encoder to change 
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If the first stage with a time assigned 00:00 will end the sequence of active stages that comprise a given recipe. All remaining stages 

that follow will also be set to zero by the software. This way a recipe may be comprised of one or more consecutive active stages, up 

to a maximum of six possible stages. 

If the PROG key is pressed during any recipe programming section, the display will show as below: 

SAVE 
1. YES 
2. NO 
3. CANCEL 

Use the rotary encoder to browse through the select items. Pressing the center rotary encoder dial will choose the selected items. If the 

YES is selected, the controller will save the current programming value, and return to IDLE or Preheat mode. If the NO is selected, 

the controller will not save the current programming value, and return to IDLE or Preheat mode. If the Cancel is selected, the control 

will back to current programming section. 

Note: during programming Product name, has to press the PROG key twice. 

If there is not action for 30 seconds, it will get out from programming mode. 

 

  FACTORY PROGRAMMING  
The Factory Programming Parameters allow programming of various system parameters.  This mode is normally only used by OEM 

factory personnel or qualified service technicians. 

First make sure the unit is in Preheat, Idle, OFF mode, or setback mode. Press and hold the PROGRAM and QUICK STEAM keys for 

3 seconds, until the 1
st
 parameter is displayed. 

The display will show: 

 

1. MINIMUM SET TEMP 
2. MAXIMUM SET TEMP 
3. SET TEMP RECALL 
4. UPPER HYSTERESIS 

 

Use the rotary encoder to browse through the parameter names. Pressing the center rotary encoder dial will allow the values for the 

parameter name to be modified. Turning the encoder dial will select the possible choices for the parameter value. Pressing the encoder 

dial once more will save the selection and move to the next parameter name. 

Pressing and holding the PROGRAM key for 3 seconds will end the Factory programming mode and exit back to Preheat or Idle 

mode.   

There is also a 30-second timeout, so that if no key is pressed for that time, the unit resumes operation in Preheat or Idle mode on its 

own. 

If the PROG key is pressed, the display will show as below: 



SAVE 
1. YES 
2. NO 
3. CANCEL 

Use the rotary encoder to browse through the select items. Pressing the center rotary encoder dial will chose the selected item. If the 

YES is selected, the controller will save the current programming value, and return to IDLE or Preheat mode. If the NO is selected, 

the controller will not save the current programming value, and return to IDLE or Preheat mode. If the Cancel is selected, the control 

will back to current programming section. 

1. MINIMUM SET TEMP

2. MAXIMUM SET TEMP

3. SET TEMP RECALL

4. UPPER HYSTERESIS

5. LOWER HYSTERESIS

6. UPPER READY BAND

7. LOWER READY BAND

8. CAVITY PRB OFFSET
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10.STEAM MAX ON TIME

11.SETBACK SET TEMP

12VENT OPEN TIME

13.SCK ADDRESS

14.PREHEAT
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Programming Item Range Default Value 

MINIMUM SET TEMP 32F to 200F 150F 

MAXIMUM SET TEMP 300F to 550F 525F 

UPPER HYSTERESIS 0F to 99F 0F 

LOWER HYSTERESIS 0F to 99F 5F 

UPPER READY BAND 1F to 100F 25F 

LOWER READY BAND 1F to 100F 10F 

CAVITY PRB OFFSET -50F to 50F GM 20F/DD 5F 

STEAM PRB ERR OFF YES / NO NO 

STEAM MAX ON TIME 0 to 3599 seconds 60 seconds 

SETBACK SET TEMP 150F to 400F 300F 

VENT OPEN TIME 0 to 255 seconds 30 seconds 

COOK LOCKOUT YES / NO YES 



SCK ADDRESS 1 to 30 30 

PREHEAT SET TEMP 300F to 525F 525F 

PREHEAT SOAK TEMP 1 32F to 525F 125F 

PREHEAT SOAK TIME 1 0 to 2 Hours 1 Minute 

PREHEAT SOAK TEMP 2 Preheat Soak Temp 1 to 525F 200F 

PREHEAT SOAK TIME 2 0 to 2 Hours 0 Minutes 

PREHEAT SOAK TEMP 3 Preheat Soak Temp 2  to 525F 300F 

PREHEAT SOAK TIME 3 0 to 2 Hours 0 Minutes 
 

Note: the Upper / Lower Hysteresis cannot greater or equal to Upper / Lower Ready band. 

 

 MANAGER PROGRAMMING  
First make sure the unit is in Preheat, Idle, or Off mode. 

Press and hold the PROGRAM and FAN DELAY keys for 3 seconds, until the 1
st
 parameter is displayed. 

Use the rotary encoder to browse through the parameter names. Pressing the center rotary encoder dial will allow the values for the 

parameter name to be modified. Turning the encoder dial or numerical keys will select the possible choices for the parameter value. 

Pressing the encoder dial once more will save the selection and move to the next parameter name. 

If the PROG key is pressed during any programming section, the display will show as below: 

SAVE 
1. YES 
2. NO 
3. CANCEL 

Use the rotary encoder to browse through the select items. Pressing the center rotary encoder dial will chose the selected item. If the 

YES is selected, the controller will save the current programming value, and return to IDLE or Preheat mode. If the NO is selected, 

the controller will not save the current programming value, and return to IDLE or Preheat mode. If the Cancel is selected, the control 

will back to current programming section. 

There is also a 30-second timeout, so that if no key is pressed for that time, the unit resumes operation in Preheat or Idle mode on its 

own. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


